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Song: Kuyuri

Lyric: kikyow
Music: Souichi Sakagami

English Translation: Chu-3/Regitze Lundgreen
German Translation: Marcel Weyers
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There are games that are repetitive. This is a virtual Xerox machine. It's basically a first-person version of Cake Boss or those
stupid task games, with what tries to be a horror setting. You go around collecting trash off the diner's tables while running
around trying to keep the place quiet by turing off appliances that come on through ghostly interference, so it doesn't bother the
mean ghost spirits that were buried in the good ol' Indian cemetery trope the diner Is built on. At the end of level 1, level 2 is
exactly the same map and everything, except there's more trash to collect and more noise to avoid. And apparently it does this
for 10 BLOODY LEVELS.

I'm glad I didn't pay more than $3.99 on Steam's Summer Sale. You shouldn't either.. One of the best games at any price for
VR, if you don't have it yet, what are you waiting for? If you like strategy games, this is pretty much risk, it's brilliant! Would
have paid $15 for this if I had known how much fun it is, great job dev! Make a bigger, more complex multiplayer version, or
maybe a more grand straegy-esque version and I would pay a good deal for it!. I was extremely hyped for this game when it was
announced.

I requested a refund at halftime.

The game is unintuitive and plays like a game still in Beta. The Xbox 360 controller doesn't always work. When it does, the
controls are clunky, there is no season or Grey cup to win. I know it's not a AAA title, but there are some fundamental things
that are missing that sports fans want. I don't expect a full GM mode, but a simple 18 game season would have been nice at
minimum.

I will continue to follow this game's progress and maybe after it's patched or features are added, I will consider another
purchase.. 9/10

Excellent read, and great if you are familiar with and like other Choice of / Hosted titles. Zombie Exodus is definitely one of
the longer ones with 5 different parts and many different endings. The characters are interesting, and it is easy to become
attached or even hate some of them. There's a good amount of customization for your character and 4 different romance
options. How you treat your fellow survivors can make them like you, respect you or even hate you, which alters the story in
different ways. There's a lot of death (as to be expected in a zombie survival story), which can be quite sad, but it is not a scary
read pretty much at all if you are worried about that. Maybe a little creepy at best in some instances.

The only real negative is that I wish you could save whenever you wanted or that when you accidentally die, you would restart
right before that decision. There was a certain section where I couldn't figure out what to do and kept dying. As a result, I had to
restart the chapter over and over again which became extremely frustrating. Do not let this deter you from trying this one out,
however, as if you reach a part you can't get past, there are many guides to this game online.. Warning: your normal-way-to-go
stealth will NOT WORK in this DLC. The Vault defense is powerful to the point that they can see through your stealth without
rising an eyebrow. If you REALLY want to get through with minimal detection, it is strongly recommend to do this through
hacking and energy bar approach. Also search everywhere for Praxis kit since they practically litter in many hidden places like
some treasure in which I find it weird how the hell there are so much around; given how pricey is praxis kit in these days.
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Game stopped working on act 2, could not progress.. I'm a long time Nancy Drew fan, games and books and despite seeing the
negative reviews of this game I bought it anyway. This is the most unhappy I've ever been with a Nancy Drew game.
The entire game pretty much rests on you spending hours being a code cracker and figuring out an absurd amount of codes left
around a school. I can enjoy a good code in a ND game but code breaking is the entire game, save for 3 for 4 miminal item
puzzles.
Not only does the game revolve around decoding messages, the areas are small and unpopulated, the characters are bland, and it
is the shortest Nancy Drew game I've ever come across. I was honestly shocked when the game just ended.
The most disappointing Nancy Drew game I've ever played.. I Fell In Love With The Majesty Of Colors was one of my early
internet gaming memories back in the day, and it's one of those that stuck with me over the years, even for being a 2 minute
flash game, a relic of gaming past. Despite that, I still came back to play it again and again over the years, even though I know it
all back to front by now. There's just something about it, and I can't say for sure, but I think it may have had a big effect on my
tastes in games, as I still like the strange little things that do something out of the ordinary.

I think it's fair to call this a classic, and I'd personally put it up alongside the likes of Super Mario World, Pokemon, Crusader
Kings, and New Vegas on my list of favourites of all time.. The skiing feels good. It's not quite as much of a workout as the
other skiing games
but control feels good.

Shooting feels good too.

Menu and interfaces could use some attention.

Overall decent. About on par with the VR dodgeball game that recently released.
But There's only one track.
wait for update. needs at least 2 more tracks to be worth owning.. Everything worked! Now I can transfer equips for my other
characters :D
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